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Innovation - Breaking Boundaries
Providing value is the key to success for any company 
and SEI continues to provide value through its innovative 
design concepts.  SEI designs every system and piece 
of equipment to meet each client’s unique needs and 
expectations.  We are able to do this by applying our 
unique technical solutions in ways that bring economic 
value to our clients in the following manner:

1. Top of the industry pollution control at lower capital 
costs

2. Smaller equipment foot prints to save real estate
3. Lower pressure drop to save energy
4. Exceptional specialized construction services to 

save outage time and installation cost
5. Controlled fabrication facilities to ensure quality in 

manufacturing

SEI is currently deploying numerous technologies to the 
market that are providing unique value to our clients:

• SEI’s S3-a Synergy Solution on a recovery boiler 
application in Quebec – Superior performance by 
upgrading an existing ESP.

• SEI’s S3 Synergy Solution technology augmented 
with NWL’s intermittent energization technology on 
a high resistivity coal fi red boiler application in the 
Midwestern United States.

• SEI’s S3 Synergy Solution technology to a multitude 

of Midwestern coal fi red boiler applications.
• SEI’s S3 Synergy Solution technology to upgrade a 

United McGill ESP to meet new emission standards 
on biomass fi red applications.

• SEI’s Membrane Wet ESP on a coal fi red boiler 
application in the Great Lakes area.

• Construct SEI-FLS baghouse under tight outage 
constraints on a coal fi red boiler application.

Continued diligence applied to research, innovative 
thinking and focus on client needs is the key to SEI 
success.  

PULP MILLS NEED ADVANCED SYNERGY SEI ESPS
Pulping clients that are trying to  
rebuild, upgrade or obtain more 
effi ciency out of their Black Liquor 
Recovery Boiler ESP should 
consider SEI’s S3-a Synergy 
ESP design.  The design collects 
more particulate with less specifi c 
collecting area at a lower cost 
than conventional  electrostatic 

precipitators. No long–term plan for 
a Recovery ESP is complete without 
considering SEI’s advanced design.  
This ESP takes advantage of SEI 
proprietary design techniques along 
with application principles that have 
been applied at full scale.  Given 
the capital that Pulp Mills invest in 
their Recovery Boilers and ESPs 

to maintain pulping operations, 
each mill should consider this ESP 
design if they are planning for the 
next 25 years of their equipment’s 
life span.

Our technical paper is available 
online at southernenvironmental.com.
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Innovation transcends borders and SEI continues to expand its 
foot print as it was awarded 2014 contracts servicing clients in 
Canada, Argentina and Bolivia.  These projects involve a multitude 
of pollution control solutions including upgrading recovery boiler 
and biomass ESPs and supplying a Dry Sorbent Injection (DSI) / 
Baghouse system for the mining industry in Bolivia.

SEI’s efforts are not limited to the Americas as opportunities in 
Europe and Asia continue to seek out innovative, custom design 
solutions to address pollution control problems in an economical 
manner.

Customized Aftermarket Services
SEI’s aftermarket engineering, parts and services continue 
to expand.  2014 provided SEI the opportunity to engineer, 
supply and install two multimillion dollar duct systems to 
utilities west of the Mississippi river.  In addition, SEI began 
installation of a replacement material handling system 
for a biomass fi red boiler system in South Florida.  SEI’s 
engineering, fabrication and construction services provide 
the unique skills for utility, pulp, paper, refi ning and other 
industrial clients to repair, modify or upgrade their existing 
systems with a knowledgeable, cost effective supplier.

Replacement parts for baghouses, ESPs and Dry Sorbent 
Injection systems continue to be a signifi cant aspect of this 
group’s business model.  When you align that capability with 
custom engineering, fabrication and specialty construction 
services you fi nd a value oriented team that supplies the 
best solution at the right time.

SEI Innovation Finds
Favor Outside of the US

Please reach out to one of the following executives for needs by region:

Latin America / Western Canada   Charles Hayes 850-982-1769 chayes@sei-group.com
Asia           Mick Chambers 850-982-1826 mchambers@sei-group.com
Europe / Eastern Canada        Michael Johnson 850-982-7818 mjohnson@sei-group.com

Utility ID Fan Rebuild



Intermittent Energization on High Resistivity Coal
In 2014 SEI deployed the use of NWL’s intermittent 
energization on a high resistivity coal application.  As 
most power boiler owners know, the type and cost of 
coal is a unique decision which impacts not only boiler 
operation but all of the downstream pollution control 
equipment.  

Often, high resistivity coal is chosen in order to reduce 
the emission of other HAPs.   One historic limitation of 
some electrostatic precipitators has been the nature of 
high resistivity coal ash.  This high resistivity coal ash 
has a tendency to produce a phenomena called back 

corona, which has a negative impact on collection of 
particulate passing through an ESP.

SEI recently deployed NWL’s intermittent energization 
feature on its switch mode power supply within an SEI 
S3 Synergy ESP design, with outstanding results.  All 
power boiler operators with high resistivity ash and 
underperforming ESPs should contact SEI for options 
on increasing their collection performance.  SEI is 
expected to issue a technical paper on the project later 
in the year.

New Sales Engineer Added to 
Support SEI’s Growth in Western 
North America
SEI is proud to announce 
the addition of a new Sales 
Engineer in 2014, serving the 
Western United States.  Mr. 
Stephen Foster,  is a Chemical 
Engineer from the University of 
Florida, and is currently based 
in Texas.  

Together with Daniel Vivar - 
Latin America Sales Engineer - 
Stephen works under the mana-
gement of Regional Director 
Charles Hayes to support the 
Western Half of North America 
and Latin America. 

These gentlemen look forward 
to assisting Utility, Pulp & 
Paper, Petrochemical, Mining 

and other industrial entities in 
meeting and maintaining their 
air emission control targets.

Charles Hayes 
Regional Director
850-982-1769
chayes@sei-group.com

Daniel Vivar
Latin America Sales Engineer
850-572-5967
dvivar@sei-group.com

Stephen Foster
Sales Engineer
850-490-4594
sfoster@sei-group.com

Baghouse and DSI System to Ship to Bolivia
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Steel Fabrication
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Aftermarket Services

SEI will ship a baghouse and Dry Sorbent injection system to 
Bolivia this year in support of mining operations for a US based 
company.  The industrial baghouse will be placed behind a calciner 
and is designed to control acid gases produced from the process.  
The equipment has been designed by SEI’s Fabric Filter Group in 
Columbus, Ohio and manufactured by SEI facilities in 
the South Eastern United States.

This project represents another custom engineered project by SEI 
as it deploys unique solutions around the globe.



In the 2014 Newsletter, I discussed 
innovation.  Mostly because, I think 
innovation applies to SEI, but more 
importantly because it applies to 
business.  The business of the 
world is dependent upon innovative 
thinkers, designers and hard workers.  
As I travel the Americas, Europe, and 
Asia, I find people who are intelligent, 
hard working and yes innovative.  
Their creativity is born from their own 
growth, passion and knowledge, but  
innovation will only blossom to its 
fullest beauty when it is nurtured in an 
atmosphere that promotes such risk 
taking and inspirational pride.

The standard of living in our world 
on average is better than it has ever 
been, but there is still more that needs 
to be done.  As industry grows, so 
does the ability for people to prosper.  
Inexpensive, clean, safe and reliable 
energy will continue to need to be 
deployed in growing economies in 
order for those areas to prosper.  

Creative, intelligent, and hardworking 
people will continue to be the catalyst 
for this growth and development.

As SEI embarks on its 42nd year 
of business we will continue to be 
innovative and value oriented.   We 
will strive to provide the most efficient 
equipment at the most value oriented 
price.  We will be responsive in our 
service.  We will be diligent in our work 
and purpose.  We will encourage our 
customers, vendors and colleagues 
to strive for the same goals as they 
build stronger and more profitable 
companies in the course of their 
innovative stride.  Prosperity is built 
on hard and smart work.   In 2015 we 
will give the best we have to offer. 
 
As we innovate, we will deploy the 
latest and best technology to clients 
striving for success throughout the 
Americas, Europe and Asia.

6690 West Nine Mile Road
Pensacola, FL 32526
www.southernenvironmental.com
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This Year of Innovation - 2015

Michael R. Johnson
Director

Our customers are the reason 
that we are in business and 
their satisfaction is key to 
our success.  We must 
strive to understand each 
of our customer’s concerns 
and give our best efforts 
to resolve them to the 
customer’s satisfaction.

We will work in partnership 
with our customers toward 
our common goal of a 
successful project that 
is completed on time 
and within budget and 
meets all operational and 
environmental requirements.

We count on our vendors and 
sub-contractors to contribute 
to our success.  We will treat 
them fairly and honestly so 
that we may cultivate long 
term relationships.  We 
expect the same from them.

Our company is only as 
good as its people.  We 
must all maintain a positive 
attitude; work hard and work 
smart; treat each other, our 
customers and our vendors 
with respect; and do so with 
integrity.  

Doing what is right, even 
when it does not reap short 
term benefits, is necessary to 
achieve long term success.

SEI Core Values


